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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis was conceived in the authors' mind because of 

his personal belief that vector analysis has a definite place in 

scientific calculations and that its' highest value to the field 

of science has not been realized. 

Many quantities, such as forces, velocities, translations, 

and all other quantities possessing property of direction in addition 

to magnitude can be expressed as vectors and dealt with not in terms 

of some coordinate system, but In terms oÍ' the quantities themselves. 

The equations thus obtained may be then expressed in teiin of any 

coordinate system. The solution of a problem in terms of vectors in 

many cases allows the student to more easily connect the facts rele- 

vant to the solution. This makes vector methods very desirable. 

In this thesis an attempt has been made to obtain solutions 

for vector equations by strictly vector methods, that is, methods 

Independent of coordinate systems. The problems considered deal 

only with vectors in 3-space. The extension of the methods employed 

to n-space is possible but beyond the scope of this paper. 

The methods of approximation developed involve calculations 

that are easily handled when the first approximation is made. With 

the aid of a calculator they are readily systemized end require less 

time than one imagines to complete. 
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I SOME FtrNDAMENTAL PROPERTI OF VECTORS 

In this thesis the capitel Latin letters will represent 

vectors; the capital Greek letters represent dyadies, and the lower 

case Latin letters represent sedar quantities. e will adopt the 

common convention of the tensor notation wherein any repeated indices 

indicates summation on these indices. 

If the set of vectors A1 (i.l,2,3) are linearly indepen- 

dent then the vectors 

(ll) A' A2 X 
; A 

A X A1 A3= A, X A2 
(A,,A2,AJJ [A,,A21A33 (A, ,A2,AJJ 

constitute a set of reciprocal vectors to the sot AL. It is well 

known that the set A ere also the reciprocals of the set A 

From the definition it is obvious that 

(l'2) A' A 

where the Kronecker delta 4i, if ij, and O, if 1j. 
Any dyadic 

(13) (1.l,2,3) 

where either the A,s or B,s may be arbitrarily selected indepen- 

dent rectors, is said to be complete if A1.A2X AO and 131.BX 13,O. 
In this case there exists a reciprocal dyadic 

(l4) 

The special dyadlc 

(l'5) I :AA=A'A, A,A2XA3#O 

defines the idem factor. With the aid of equation (l2) it is easily 

seen that B . I I b B for any I. From (13) and(l4) with the 



aid of (l'5) lt follows immediately that 

(16) 

The product denoted by 

AB cD 

3 

Is the double dot product. It Is a scaler quantity obtained by multi- 

plying the scaler or dot product of the prefactors by the scaler pro- 

duct of the postfactors. 

AB : Cl) = ACB'D 

The double dot product of 2 dyadics is the sum of the double dot 

products of dyads obtained by appllctIon of the distributive law. 

The product denoted by 

AB CD 

is the double cross product. It is a dyed that bes as its prefactor 

the vector product of the profs ctors of the dyads end whose post- 

factor is the vector product of the poatfactors of the dyads. 

ABCD AxCB.XD 

The double cross product o1 2 dyadics is the sum of the double cross 

products of the dyads obtained by application of the distributive law. 

If a dyadic be multiplied by itself with a double cross 

and the scaler factor 2 stricken out, we have what may be regarded 

as the square of . It iscelledthe second of and denoted by 
2 

The triple product of the dyadic 4 by Itself twice re- 

peated with the factor 6 stricken out Is called the third of and 

Is denoted by 

3 6 
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II LINEAR VECTOR EQUATIONS 

Any vector equation of the ist degree cn be written in the 

form 

(2ml) .R*AO 

The solution o this equation follows very simply by niultiplicit1on 

of both sides of the equation by 'leading to the solution. 

(22) 

This vector equation Is equivalent to the set of linear 

equations 

(23) ALRaL (i.1,2,3) 

for If we let B be e set of Independent vectors and multiplying. both 

members by BL and sum on ¿, then 

BLA. R: aB 

consequently if the AL are independent, BLAL constitutes a complete 

dyadie 4 and the equation has the form (2.1) 

A simple solution of the 3 equations of (2.3) may also be 

obtained from the relation 

R I' RAA' RzeA'. 
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III TILE QUADRATIC VECTOR EQUATION 

The most general quadratic vector equation in R can be put 

in the form 

(31) R:I)+R'I)+Ç = O 

where is a trladic,1) a dyadic, and a constant vector. 

The only possible combinations of degree two In R are 

AB.R, BRR CDRE.R, AXRBR, AXR-BXRC. 

No matter how many terms of the form AR R and B RR occur, 

they can be combined to form but a single term of each type. We can 

write then in the form 

(3'2) AR R AR .I R Rt: (P'PA+Q'QA+s'SA) 

(33) BRRBIRR2:(BP'P+BQ'Q+BS'S) 

where I = P'P4Q'Q+S'S, the idemf'actor. 

All the terms of the type CD RE R can be reduced to nine 

of the type R VWZ. R. For let there be t) terms 

CLDRE'R (Izl,"L/) 

Then all the vectors Et can be expressed in terms of V, W, and z. 

CDLRLR RDtCELR 

R 'DCZ(aLV+bW*cLZ) . R. 

The sum of any number of dyadics can be expressed as the sum of three 

dyads of which the consequences may be arbitrarily chosen; hence, 

summing on L 

RDLCLER R(LV+MW4NZ)V.R+R.(FVQWSZ).R 

+R(L9T+UVii-)ÇZ)Z. R 



or fLVV - PVW -1- rvz') 

(34) R 

t.NZV+ Szw + xzzj 

The terms of the type A X RB 'R can be written as 1)RB R 

for 

The terms of the type A X R B X RC ny be expressed as 

IA'B A'R' 
I all of whose terms have been discussed in the above R.B RRI 

text,. 

Both (3.2) and (3.3) can be reduced to the same form as 

(34). The coefficient of the sum of all possible terms of the 

second degree in R thus is a triadic which can be reduced to the sum 

of nine tarins. 

(3.5) (LkAMA.B+NAC' 

r, - I PBA+QBB+RBC'> 
() - I 

SCA + TCB UCd 

Gibbs[l,p.91J has shown that the most general term of the 

first degree in R can be put In the form R , where is a dyadic. 

Thus the most general form of the quadratic vector equation is (3'l). 

As in the caso of 3 quadratic scelar equations, the general 

problem has never been solved, but there are special cases which 

admit of solution. As a case of particular interest consider 

(3'6) A,.R= ac, 

(o' l,2) 
R'R bZ 

This Is a case where vector R is invariant in magnitude. Aare 

independent vectors in 3-space. 



To solve this equation we write 

(3.7) A3'R a3 

where A3A,X A2. We now have A'R a (l,2,3) where a3 is to 

be determined. Multiplying both members by A' and summing on L, 

= aLA'. Substituting this value of R in the second equation of 

(36), we have 

(38) 

where 

aA'.ejA b 
2 

(', j =1,2,3) 

7 

A'= AX (A,XA2) A= j) XA:; A3= 
A1XA2 d[A1,A2,(A,XA2)] 

d d 

In obtaining the dot product in equation (3.8) the following 

products *111 occur: 

(3.9) A'. A3= O A A3 

(3'lO) A' A' [AZ x (A, X A2)1 LA2 x (A1 X Aj3 
dt 

Changing the dot and cross and expanding 

A' A'z A2'((A, XA(A1 XA2JAj(Äl XA)"Ag(A, X A2)) 
d 

A.'f(A1 X A2)'(A, X A2)1A2_ AA2d A2. A3 
- dZ - da - d 

(3ll) A2 A2 j(A1 X A) X A3 E(A, XA) X A3 
d2 

Changing the dot and cross and expnnding 

2 2 
A A (A1 X4.[(A, XA)A-A,(A, XA2)jA, 

d2 

- (A, X A2).(A, X A2)A,'A, ,dA, A, A, A1 
- 

d2 - d d 

(3.12) A3. A3 (A, X A2).(A, X A4) d 
dt 



(3.13) A' A2 IAL X (A, X A)J 1(A, X AL) X 'J 
d2 

Changing the dot and cross and expanding 

A'. A2(t XA1)A1-A,(A, X A2)J (Ad XA) 

_A,_'A,d..._A2.A, 
- d - d 

Multiplying in equation (3.8) and substituting (3.9), (3'lO), 

(3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) and rearranging, we rind 

(3.14) aAp.A_2ajelA2.Al+aA(.Al+a.bZ 
d 

or a a dbZ (a, A2 - ) 

Substituting this value in h aLA' 

(3.15) R a1A' aA2+ Vdb2-(a,Aza2A,) (A, X A2) 
d 

a solution in terms of the known constant vectors A. Expressing it 

in terms of original vectors 

(316) R!(a,Ai-aaAi) x(A, XA2)+a3(A1 X A2). 
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IV APPROXIMATION BY METhOD ANALOGOUS TO NEWTONS' 

We now seek the approximate value of the roots of the general 

vector equation F(R)O. 

The function F(R) may be expressed [3,p.22J as 

(4.1) F(R)F(R0)+ (R -R0).VF(R0)+ (R RQ)2V(RQ) 
+ 

For R in the neighborhood for which F(R) O we have approxi- 

ma tely 

(4.2) F(R)F(R0) + (R-R0).F(R0) o. 

We assume that 'F is complete in the neighborhood of the 

zero's of F(R). R0 Is selected in that neighborhood. Since F(R0) 

is complete VF(R01' exists. 

Multiplying equation (4.2) by F(R0Y we obtain 

F(R0)' F(R0í'+ (R-R0) O 

or 

RR0-F(R0)'VF(R0Y1 

If the dyadic 7F(R0) can readily be expressed as the sum 

of 3 dyads, then (i,p.291J the reciprocal of VF(R) is the dyadic 

whose prefactors are the reciprocal system to the postfactors of 

c'F(R0) and whose poetfectors are the reciprocal system to the pre- 

factors of VF(R0). 

VF( R9 ) = AL t BM t CN 
(4.4) 

'F(R0)L'A"+ M'B'+ N'C' 

If the dyodic VF(R0) cannot be readily expressed as the 

sum of 3 dyads, then [l,p.3l7l 

VF(R01t VF(R.)2 
VF(R0) 



vthere VF(R0) is the conjugate of the second of the dyadic VF(R0) 

and ÇF(R is the third invariant of F(R0). 

If the original trial root R0 is close enough to a zero of 

F(R), tìien the value of R as obtained from (4.3) will be a closer 

approximation to the desirad root of F(R)=O, that is IF(R)I 

An example of' this method using the vector equation 

(46) F(R)AxR+RBR+A.BC 

whore A, B, and C arc known independent vectors, follows. 
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F(R) =ANR+RBR4-ABC IA'A-I-B'J3+C"C 

c7F(R)7[AX]R-I-BR+R-BI -B'BXA-C'C)(A+BR+R.B(A'A+B'B+C'C) 

R.BA'A+W(R.BB-BXA)+C"(R'BC-C)(A)+BR' 

RBA'XB' AX(R.BB-BXA)-t-R-BA"X C' AX(RBC-CXA) 

+R.BA'XB AXR+B(C' (R.BB-BXA)X(R.BC-CXA) 

BB (RBB-B)A)XR+C'XB (RBc-cXA)xR. 

Expressing A', 13", and C' in terms of the known vectors 

and performing the indiented cross products, we obtain 

Bi (4.?) RBC 
ER.BAxB-A.AB+A.Bi + (-w, UBAXC-A.AC+A.CAJ d 

+ 
RB(B'BC-BCB) [AXR]+. [i.B2BXC-RB(B.AC--A.CB)+dPJ 

+ C'BA-ABC .BCXR-R.CA4.R.AC] 

where d = IA,B,C]. 

43:: (R'BB-B>ÇA)X(RBC-CXA).A 

+ B<XB.(R.BA') (RBB -13XA)XR.A+ C(B.(R.BA') (R-Bc -CXA)XRA 

+C<BB' (R.BC -CXA»<R(RB13-BxA). 

Expressing A", 13/e end C' in terms of the known vectors 

and performing the indicted cross Products, WC obtain 

(4.8) [.I3)t A.AJd+ (I.BfB,R,A] -BRAA4-ARB.A) 

+ 
(... 

R.BB.B) 
(RB(C,R,A]- C.RA.A+A-kC.A)+ {(R-B)2EC,R,13) 

-R.B(R.CA.B-R.BA.C)+R..Ad} 

Let R0=Aj-B+C 

be a first trial root of F(R). Then from (4.3) 

(49) R1 = R0-F(R0).Ç''(R0) 
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should be a closer approximation of the required root. hen 

F(R0)=A(B+C)# iH(A+B+C)+A G 

and vi'(R,) is obtained by dividing the conjugate of (4.?) by 

(4-8). 

Substituting the above given values in equation (4.9) and 

letting a R0.A = A'A+AB+AC, b R0.B AB+B8+BC, and 

c .nRC A.C+B'C-C'C we obtain 

i (4.10) R1: A+B4C- 4(R)d [b Lb.Ab-A.Ba] -A.AÇA,RO,B3 

b2[R0,A,B) C-fb(A.Ac 

_ACa)_A.AfA,Ro,C][Ro,A,CJ_A.Abc+A.Cab_A.AA.BC.C+A.C2A.B1B 

+B.}3b f(A.AR0. R0 - a2 ) +AB1c,A,Rjc -BCb Ç(A.AR0.R0 - aZ) 

+A.Brc,A,RJJ B+Çbt(A.BcA.cb)_b(A.BLA,R,cJA.crA,Ro,BJ) 

+b3rRQ,B,CJ_ba(ABc -Äs'Cb)+ abd-A.Bb(A.BC.C-A.CBC)+.A'BA.Cd'} A 

+B C Çb(A.BR0.R0 - ab) + afA,h ,B] -ab-l- 
abLf A.Lb 1Ò,B,F) -ABA'Cb 

+A.BB.Ca7A-A.B(b(A.BR0'R0-ab)+aEA,R0,B] -abab2+A'b[,B,RJ 

- A.BA.Cb±A'BB.Caì C +A.B {b(A.CR0R0- ac) +aL,R0,C -.abc-j-abc 

+A.B(C.Ca_ACc)1B-B.B b(A.CRQRQ_ac)+a[A,h,,j -abe +abe 

-f A-B(C. Ca -A.Cc)1 

For definiteness let us suppose that 

¡AIr- 3 IB 4 ic1( 
angle (A&Ob angle (BC).=.30b angle (AC)=45°. 

Then for the given value of R 

a=R0.A18 bR0-B-26.8990 cR0C9.8990 d.6888. 

The value of d is calculated ea follows: 

(AxB)xc1LA.CB-B.CAjJA,BICIsin (N1c) 

where N1 is the unit vector perpendicular to the plane formed by the 
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vectors A and 13. 

But vjrJV , therefore 

jB.B±72A.A_2A,CB.CA.13 6g sin (NC) 

Using the values of A, B, and C as given and squaring the ecjuation 

we find 144+ 216 = 216 sin2(N1C) 
or 

5-y': 
Sifl2(N,C). 

3 

AXBCI IAXBI Ici cos (Nc)= 6í cos (N,c) 

JA(i3.CIZ 216 cosZ(N,c). 

But cost(NC) 1- sin2iN, C), therefore 

¡AXBC 216"l- 6 

) 

32.36328 
II 3 

whence AXBC 5.6888. 

Substituting the above values in equation (4lO) and simpli- 

tying we have 

(411) R- A+B+C- 1 
j32,584.OlC+3,6?3.64B+192,O86.75C 

24,30o. 6 

-58,814.5613 +112635.14A- 26,423.98A+32,362.50C - 1,384.028 

.1-3,690.67A3 , whence 

R A+B+C.40A+.25B-1.59C .60A+1.25B-.59C 

In obtaining subsequent velues of R the equation (4.10) is 

used with new values of a, b, C, and being substituted as the 

approximate roots are calculated, 

The second epproxirriation: 

i (4'i2) R2.60A1-l.25B-.59C-10239794[-4,?20.44C+3,324.48B 

+58,340.B7C-17,863.25B+51,604.69A-S,051.30A+ll,085.49C 

+1,883.16B- 5,021.77KJ , whence 

R2 .GOA+i.2513-.59C--.37A+.12B--.63C .23A+1.378-1.22C. 
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The third approximation: 

i 
[- 23,647.,03C+2,618.39B (4'13) R.23A1-1.3?B-1.22C-59968 

1-69,785.18C-21,367.25B+7,384.36A-$-3,328.30A-4,076.30C +,459.16B 

-14,55?.75A], whence 

R=.23A+1.37B-1.22C+.O6A+.22B-.7OC .29A+L5913-1.92C 

To show the approach of F(R) to zero in terms of scalar 

values instead of vectors we square F(R), and let this quantity be 

denoted by P; that is 

As the function of R approaches zero, the value of F(R) will 

approach zero. 

The 49 functions of the approximations are as follows: 

9J(R0) 43,154.10 

q'(R,) 14,226.49 

9Y(R1)= 9,701.86 

7,945.40 
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V TRATECTORY 21EiOD OF APPROXL'1ATION OF ROOTS 

Consider the vector equation F(R), where the valuo of R 

that causes F(R)n O Is sought. 

Let 

F'F 42 

A root of ÇtQ will be a root of F(R)O. 

The method of approximation in brief Is this. If we select 

the position vector R0 as a trial root of , then the real root 

must lie along the orthogonal trajectory to the level surfaces c 

and in the direction of decreasing . Consequently it must lie 

approximately along the straight line 

(S'i) RR0-fÇ(R0) 

where O Is negative. 

Along this line there is sorno point (R1) at which 4has a minimum 

value, and at that point the line (5cl) would be tangent to a level 

surface (L1(R,)c: R,)4'(R0). 

The process Is then repeated at (R1). 

J<RR03O7(P(h 

The problem is to determine O( such that 9(R,) is a mini- 

mum for R satisfying (5i). At a minimum Ç?ÁP4' vanishes. 
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Now [2,p.204] 

'7gR. 4T(R) 

where R is the idenifactor of the space R, 
; R, being a set of 

points on the line (51). 

Since the line (5.1) hes only the direction opposite (R,) 

it follows that 3,p.2O4J 

R- __ c7((R0 VC'R0 
- 

Substituting this value in equation (5'2) we see that at 

a riinirnum for 40(R,) 

(R0) 

- 

and since c''(R)O, then 

(5.3) V(R0)(R,) O. 

This is n equation in which cen be solved for oc.. 

An example ow. 
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The equation whose solution is sought is 

F(R) A)<RfRBR+ABC.O. 

The 2 function is found by dotting F with itself. 

(54) R.R(R.B)ZA.AR.R -(AR)2+2A.BR-13RC 1-2ABA?<R.C±(A.13)2C.C. 

(55) V'=2R(RB)2+2R'RR'BB j-2A'AR -2ARA-i-2ABRCB±2ABR.BC 

- 2A-BC.IxA. 

In simplifying the last term of the above equation for 

I A'Aj-B'B+C'C, then 

-2A.BC.IXA - 2A'BC .(A"A+-B'B-i--C'C)XA -2ABB'(B.xA.C). 

Substituting for B1 CXA this term becomes +2AB(C?zA). 
fA,B,C3 

The trial root selected for this example is the position 

vector RO. This makes 

7(R0) 2AB(C)<A). 

Then by equation (5.1) 

R1 21A'B(C'<A). 

Q(R4)=16AThcXAd2 16ATh(C.CA.A-A.C)dB+4c4A.BA.AC,.A 

+4c1ATh2dC -f-2A'BCXA. 

As in the preceeding problem let us suppose that 

Ata3 ¡Bt4 jCIy' 

angle (AB)z600 angle (BC)3O angle (AC)45°. 

Doing the dot product as given in (5.3) and substituting known 

numerical values we have 

By further substituting and dividing the result by 36ATht, we have 
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-2. Z 

16AB d 0( +181+1 O 

or 
3 18,640.51°(, -t-l8,+l 0. 

Solving this cubic equation for the only real root, we find 

Z- .0293. 

This makes the value of the first approximation 

R, = -.0586A-B(CXA). 

To find the second approximation, we use R1 as the position 

vector and by (5.1), we have 

R2 -.0586AB(CX.&) + 'V'h'(R,). 

Substituting R in (55), we find 

'ç(R, ) -4,4543B-24.0O22C+2.8557(CxA), 

then 

VLP(R2) = 2[(4.00 69O.4'7't+29 ,?94.25 )(Rz) +(1.lo+ .25c 

11,gg4.46o()(_.2.O0_172.6lcxz)B+9(R2)+g8.73A_6(69.83;)B 

-6(2.00+1?2.6l7)C+6(CxA) 

and 

V4(R, ).P(R2)=l33,98s,l59.18O(4-2,3e6,s5s.l9c+199,54l.8302 

+ l,213.84 O. 

Solving this cubic equation for the only real root, we find 
-.0064. 

This makes the second approximation 

R2 .0285B +.1536C -.3699(CXA). 

For the third approximation we use R2 as the position vector 

and by (5l), we have 

R3 .0285B+.1536C-.3699(CXA)+- X3V'(4'(2). 

Substituting R in (5.5), we find 
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V(R)l.2636A+5.9494B-?.?382c+4.7482(cxA), 

then 

p(R3) 2[(.80-82.290(3 -f-2,109.56cX)(R3) +(.01+19.88X3 -1,?78.89,1 

+2?5.58c)C+6(CXA)J 

and 

j z 

Ç?Q2(R). ç74(R3)= 2,123,369.47c3 -73,989.18.i+7,872.39°'3+2O4.51 0. 

Solving this cubic equation for the only real root, we find 

O3 .0200. 

This makes the third approximation 

-.0247A .0905B+.3084C-.4649(CXA). 

The 4 function of the approximations by this method are 

as follows: 

Cfl(R0) =72.00 

(I ) 48.49 

¿7(4) 29,43 

18.95 

The two approximations obtained by the methods seem to be 

in agreement. The coefficients of the vectors A and 13 in the first 

method appear to be approaching a positive value and the coefficient 

of C is approaching a negative value. This would have a direction 

towa.rd the origin. 

The coefficients of the vectors A and B in the second method 

appear to be approaching a very small negative value and the coef- 

ficient of the vector C is approaching a positive value. ihe negative 

coefficient of the vector XA will bring the positions of in the 
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two approximations together. 

With the above fact5 in mind a comparison of the Q 

functions of the two approximations would lead one to reason that 

the two approximations are approaching the seme neighborhood. 
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